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Abstract
This paper describes the Scientometrics

indicators of the cardiology Journals in G8
Countries. This study concentrate that Citation
impact of the journal in cardiology, the

9726 no of journals published in G8 Countries
of this high value of impact Factor produced the
chest 0.438 the cited journals obtained from the
Web of science. Pattern of Co-authorship, pattern
of co-authorship in different blocks. This study
indicates that the US has bees contributed rise
while that of the UK, Japan, Italy, France,
Germany, and Canada and Russia in on the
decline. The Scientometric output is dominated
by the single authored -papers and multi
authored papers study emphasis on domestic
and International Collaboration.

Introduction
The important scholarly communication

media journals play a primary role in the
Disseminating the scholarly information within
and between disciplines. Not surprisingly the
value of the journals in an academic discipline
is significant to both individual academics and
to the scholarly community. Traditionally
studies evaluating the overall quality of the
journals have focused on peer assessment
through subjective opinion surveys. However
based on the normative perspective of citation
which views Citing as a merit-granting process
it is plausible to assume that the information
values of a given publication is reflected by the
frequency of citation obtained from other
publications.(WEIPING YUE,CONCEPCIONS
and WILSON, 2004).” Interrelationship among
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journal Citation impact and four external
factors i.e. journal characteristics, journal
accessibility, journal visibility and journal
internationality have been successfully explored,
and the conceptual model of journal evaluation
has been examined.

Therefore Citations counts can be used as
indicators or measurements of the level of
quality, importance, Influence or performance
of individual publications or aggregations of
publication, such as journals (WILSON, 1999)”.
The past decades, citation analysis has been
extensively used as practical alternative to
subjective judgmental approaches. Journal
citation indicators from the institute of Scientific
Information (ISI) have become popular
measures in assessing journal performance, in
particular the journal impact factor and the
number of total Citations.

Methodology
This study identifies the authorship pattern

of G8 countries in cardiology Journals which
have been classified as Single authored, Two
authored and Multi authored the studies also
deals that authorship patterns block wise There
are three blocks divided as 1964-1977,1978-1991
and 1992-2006.This research observed that
Journal Citation Impact of Cardiology in G8
countries.

Pattern of Co-authorship
To analyze the pattern of co-authorship, the

entire data was divided into single authored two
authored and multi authored (=3) papers. The
results of the pattern of Co-authorship are given
in below table, the results presented in the table
indicates that slightly more. The share of multi-
authored papers (=3) is much high (8.5%) only
as compared to single or two authored papers.

The pattern of Co-authorship among different
countries have been examined by making use
of collaborative Co-efficient (CC) suggested by
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Cunningham and Dillon for authorship pattern
in Library and Information Science is 1.17. In
Scientometrics the average number of authors
per paper is 1.73 which indicates a better
Collaboration than Library and Information
Science.

 The present study deals with  value of CC for
USA is highest(2.22) followed by Russia (0.44),
UK(0.36), Canada(0.32), France(0.27,
J a p a n ( 0 . 2 0 ) , I t a l y ( 1 . 7 ) , G e r m a n y ( 1 . 6 )
which indicates that these countries have a better
collaboration in comparison  to other countries
in the table .

Table 1: Pattern of co-authorship

Journal Citation Impact
The indicators of citation impact used in this study are either obtained or calculated from the web

of science data. The Cited half-life may be regarded as an impact indicator. However we have not
included this in our study as many of the journals have either no values or values>10.
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Impact factor
The journal impact factor measure of the

frequency with which the “average article” in a
journal has been cited in a particular year. The
web of science impact factor for the year 2006 is
used.

Immediacy index
The Journal immediacy index is a measure of

how quickly the “average article “in a journal is
cited and for this study the 2006 immediately
index is used.

Total citations
The indicator for total Citations refers to the

number of citations to articles in a journal for
the year 2006.

Cited/Citing rate
In previous study, Cited/Citing rate was

regarded as a quality index of scientific journals
(PRICE,1981:PINSKY&NARIN,1976) or the
input/output ratio reflecting the status of the
journal in a given network(KIM 1992).In our
study, this indicator is calculated   by dividing
the total number of references that the same
journal has given, both numbers are for the year
2006.

Citing Disciplines
Citing disciplines refer to the extend of the inter

or Multidisciplinary impact fact of the journal.
It can be traced through the analysis of subject

areas where Citations are coming from
(WORMEL,1998). It is measured by the number
of citing disciplines, obtained by using dialog to
search all the citations of each journal in
cardiology for the year 2006 and then ranking
the journal Subject category (SC) field.

Citing author geographic locations (GL) or
the country affiliation of all citing authors in
particular journal in 2006 can be obtained for
the web of science

further the GL field can be ranked to produce
a list of Countries in decreasing order
productivity. Hence journal citation impact with
respect to the Citing authors can be determined
by the number of country affiliations of the
citing authors.

Conclusion
This study observed that nature of the papers

published in the G8 countries of cardiology
journals indicates the author collaboration has
been highly increased in USA, and followed by
UK. The contribution of US papers in the journal
of American college of Cardiology on the decline
while the share of the Italy, Japan, France,
Germany, Canada, and Russia is on the rise. The
cardiology publication productivity is high
comparatively other than G8 countries; because
of G8 countries occupy prolific institutions their
scientists producing more scientific papers
regularly.
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Annexure-I

  Impact Factor of the Cardiology Journals in G8 Countries
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